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ABSTRACT The gradual prevalence of Internet of Things (IoT) and wireless communication technologies
has enabled the wide adoption of various smart devices (e.g., smart watches) in provisioning the healthcare
services to massive users. Besides monitoring the real-time health signals or conditions of users, smart
devices can also record a series of sport-related user information such as user location information at a
certain time point. The location sequence information is valuable to cluster the users who share the similar
sport preferences or habits and therefore, is also playing a key role in providing wireless healthcare services
to these users. However, the user location information is often sensitive to certain wireless users as they
decline to reveal their daily sport behavior patterns to others. In this situation, a natural challenge is raised
in securing the sensitive user location information while mining the users’ daily sport behavior patterns and
provisioning better healthcare services to the users. Considering this challenge, we take advantage of the
well-known SimHash technique to protect users’ location privacywhile clustering the users who share similar
sport preferences or habits for better healthcare services. At last, we validate the feasibility of the proposal
through a set of simulated experiments conducted on a real-world dataset. Reported results demonstrate that
our solution performs better than the other two competitive ones while securing user location information.

INDEX TERMS Sport location, user clustering, privacy, healthcare service, simhash, wireless network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The gradual prevalence of the Internet of Things (IoT) and
the wireless communication technologies has successfully
enabled the wide adoption of various smart devices (such
as smart watches, smart rings and smart phones, and so
on) in provisioning high-quality healthcare services to mas-
sive users [1]. Typically, a smart device can monitor and
collect the current healthy conditions or signals (e.g., tem-
perature, blood pressure, and so on) in real time and gen-
erate health reports to users. According to these reported
healthy data, more scientific and rational healthcare deci-
sions could be made, so as to improve the users’ living
conditions [2]. Currently, the wireless IoT-enabled real time
healthy data collection and transmission are gainingmore and
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more attentions in both industrial applications and academic
research domains.

Besides monitoring the real-time health signals or con-
ditions of users (e.g., temperature, blood pressure, and so
on), smart devices can also record a series of sport-related
user information such as user location information at a cer-
tain time point (also called ‘‘check-in’’ data in social net-
work domain) [3]. The user ‘‘check-in’’ data or user location
sequence information is specifically valuable to cluster the
massive users into different groups as the users with similar
location sequence information often share similar sport pref-
erences or habits [4].Moreover, the users in an identical group
or cluster are prone to be with similar healthy conditions and
would probably enjoy similar healthcare services.

However, the user location information is often sensitive
to certain users as they probably decline to reveal their daily
sport behavior patterns to others who are not dependable
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enough [5], [6]. In this situation, a natural challenge is raised
in securing the sensitive user location information while min-
ing the users’ daily sport behavior patterns and provision-
ing better healthcare services to the users. Considering this
challenge, we take advantage of the well-known SimHash [7]
technique to protect users’ location privacy while clustering
the users who share similar sport behaviors or habits for
better healthcare services. At last, we validate the feasibility
of the proposal (named SLUC: Sport Location-based User
Clustering) through a set of simulated experiments conducted
on a real-world dataset. Reported results demonstrate that our
solution performs better than the other two competitive ones
while securing user location information.

In summary, the major contributions of this research work
are three-fold.

(1) We recognize the importance of sensitive user loca-
tion information (e.g., sport location) in clustering massive
users into different groups with distinct sport preferences and
habits.

(2) We recruit the well-known SimHash technique to pro-
tect users’ location privacy while clustering the users who
share similar sport behaviors or habits for better healthcare
services.

(3) We validate the feasibility of the proposal through
a set of simulated experiments conducted on a real-world
dataset. Experimental results prove the feasibility of the new
algorithm brought forth in this research work.

The reminder of this work is structured as below.
We review the current research literatures of the field
in Section 2. A motivating example is presented in
Section 3 for better understanding the motivation of our
research. In Section 4, we formulate the sport location-based
user clustering problem with privacy-preservation and intro-
duce the concrete steps of the proposed SLUC method.
In Section 5, a series of simulated experiments are enacted
to show the advantages of our proposed solution. At last,
we conclude the whole paper and discuss the possible
research directions in the future work in Section 6.

II. RELATED WORK
In this paper, we only focus on the issue of sport location-
based similar user finding and clustering with privacy-
preservation. Therefore, to further emphasize the research
significance or research background of the work in this paper,
we summarize the current research status of the field through
the following two profiles.

A. LOCATION-BASED SIMILARITY CALCULATION
User location or item location is employed in [8] to divide
massive users or items into multiple categories. This way,
only the similar users of a target user or the similar items of
a target item are recruited to make similar user finding and
similar item finding; thus, the similarity calculation complex-
ity is reduced accordingly as the search space is decreased
considerably. Through the above similar item finding and
cluster process, an unavailable service can be replaced by

another similar service; this way, service exceptions can
be remedied and the system robustness can be enhanced
accordingly. In [9], the authors investigate the correlation
relationships between location context and service quality
(QoS). In concrete, QoS is modeled as a function associated
with the parameters or variants of location context. This
way, location-aware missing quality data are enacted and
performed by studying the location context of the missing
QoS records.

Similar to [8], massive candidate users are divided into
different categories in [10] according to the user location;
likewise, massive candidate items are divided into different
categories according to the item location. Thus, the users
belonging to the same cluster and the items belonging to the
same cluster are used to make a time-efficient and scientific
prediction decision. The authors in [11] argue that the geo-
graphical coordinates of users are an important evaluation
metric for close user finding. Thus, the absent QoS data expe-
rienced by a user (assumed X) could be predicted accurately
by observing the existed QoS data experienced by another
user (assumed Y) who is geographically close to user X,
as geographically close users often share the same or similar
QoS as QoS is often location-related.

Work [12] claims that a user’s experienced QoS data is
often related to his or her neighbors’ experienced QoS. Moti-
vated by this hypothesis, a novel matrix factorization-based
service quality prediction model is suggested in [13] by
introducing the correlation relationship between the QoS data
experienced by neighbors. The moving trace of users is con-
sidered as a valuable reference in [14] to predict the next point
of interests as well as the corresponding QoS data. According
to the predicted point of interests and QoS data, a high-quality
point of interest recommendation decision could be generated
and the optimal solution is generated.

However, through the abovementioned analyses, we can
find that existing literatures in the field of location-based
service quality prediction methods often do not consider the
sensitive location information of users or items as well as the
corresponding protection issues.

B. PRIVACY-AWARE DATA PREDICTION
The authors of [15] insist that a service user can conceal
most of his/her recorded sensitive QoS data over services by
only revealing the optimal value of QoS performances to the
third-party. This way, privacy protection goal can be achieved
more or less. However, there is still a small volume of QoS
data whose sensitive information is probably disclosed. The
authors of [16] obfuscate the real QoS data with privacy
by plus or minus a small value that is produced randomly.
This way, the real data containing private information are
secured successfully. However, with the obfuscated QoS data
for subsequent QoS prediction, the prediction accuracywould
be influenced and decreased accordingly. Distributed storage
technology is recruited in [17] to divide the sensitive QoS
data (assumed Z) into several pieces (assumed z1, z2, . . . , zn
satisfying Z = z1+ z2+ . . .+ zn) and record them separately
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FIGURE 1. Sport location-based user clustering: privacy challenge.

by multiple parties. This way, each party only records a piece
of sensitive QoS data (e.g., z1), instead of the whole QoS data
(i.e., Z); therefore, the disclosure of a party’s recorded QoS
data (e.g., z1) would not lead to the danger of the entire QoS
data (i.e., Z).

Hash technology is also employed to achieve the pri-
vacy protection goal, and there are currently a series of
hash-based resolutions such as [18]–[20] using LSH and [21]
using enhanced LSH. These hash-based variants gener-
ally use index or embedding to realize quick and accu-
rate similarity calculation. As classic data protection ways,
encryption [22], [23] and blockchain [24] are also popular in
securing sensitive user data especially when data communi-
cations among different parties are necessary.

In summary, existing research works generally focus on
either location-based similarity calculation or privacy-aware
data prediction, while seldom integrates these two research
challenges together. The authors in [25] consider item loca-
tions and LSH for efficient and secure recommendation
decision-makings. However, they take user location as a fixed
factor in recommendation process while neglect the more
common scenarios where user locations are varied with time
elapsing. Considering the drawbacks of existing literatures,
a novel sport location-based user clustering method with
privacy is proposed.

III. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
The motivating example in Fig.1 (here, the IDs {1, 2, 3,
4} are corresponding to four places) shows the research
background and significance of our paper. In the exampled
scenario, two users Mary and John both like to take exer-
cises and are apt to check in with smart phones to record
their respective ever-visited location information. In concrete,
Mary checked in at place2 and place3, while John checked in
at place1, place2 and place4. In this situation, their historical
check-in records provide a promising basis to evaluate their
ever-visited location similarity so as to cluster them into
different location groups.

However, for the central cloud platform which is
responsible to cluster users, it is inevitable to read the

historical check-in records of Mary and John. Such a pro-
cess probably discloses the sensitive information of loca-
tions ever-visited byMary and John, respectively. Therefore,
a challenge is raised in terms of the conflict between the
users’ privacy disclosure concern and the cloud platform’s
centralized user clustering analyses. Motivated by this chal-
lenging issue, a sport location-based user clustering method
considering privacy, i.e., SLUC is brought forth in the next
section, which is basically based on the SimHash technique.

For more formalized description and discussions, we sum-
marize the used symbols in our approach in Table 1. In this
table, various symbols as well as their respective symbol
descriptions are introduced in detail. These symbol descrip-
tions have established the formal base for the subsequent
algorithm specifications.

TABLE 1. Symbol descriptions.

IV. METHOD
The major idea of the proposed SLUC method is: first,
we convert the ever-visited location information of users
(containing some privacy) into a string of binary values with-
out much privacy; second, we use the users’ corresponding
strings of binary values to look for the users who share the
similar or same sport habits or behaviors, and then users with
similar or same sport habits or behaviors are clustered into
a single group. This way, we can realize privacy-free similar
user finding and clustering based on the sensitive ever-visited
location information by users.

In summary, we divide the SLUC method into the follow-
ing three steps as presented in Fig.2. Here, user set is denoted
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FIGURE 2. Concrete procedure of SLUC method.

by U = {u1, . . . , um}, users’ ever-visited location set is
denoted by P = {place1, . . . , placen}. In addition, these three
steps are of the sequential order; in other words, the output
of Step 1 is the input of Step2 and the output of Step 2 is the
input of Step 3.

A. STEP 1: PLACE ENCODING
As introduced in this section, users’ ever-visited location set
is denoted by P = {place1, . . . , placen}. Next, for each place
placej (1 ≤ j ≤ n), we assign a new code constituted by a
string of binary values according to SimHash. The concrete
encoding manner is mainly dependent on the size of loca-
tion set P. In more detail, if location set P has n elements,
then the length of the string code for each place placej is
Len =

⌈
logn2

⌉
. For example, if there are ten places in set P,

then the length of the string code for each place placej is
Len =

⌈
log102

⌉
= 4. In concrete, the string codes of the ten

places can be of the following forms:

Code (place1): 0001

Code (place2): 0010

Code (place3): 0011

Code (place4): 0100

Code (place5): 0101

Code (place6): 0110

Code (place7): 0111

Code (place8): 1000

Code (place9): 1001

Code (place10): 1010

B. STEP 2: USER INDEX GENERATION
According to a user’s ever-visited place set and the corre-
sponding place codes derived in Step 1, we can generate
the user’s index constituted by a string of binary values.

The concrete process is as follows. For a user ui (1 ≤ i ≤ m),
we only focus on his/her ever-visited places and use them to
generate user index. For example, in Fig.1, John checked in
at place1, place2 and place4, then we only consider the string
codes of place1, place2 and place4. If we use the string codes
presented in Step 1, then we get these three places as well as
their string codes as below (Fig.3(a)).

FIGURE 3. SimHash-based user index generation.

Next, we make a conversion for the string codes by replac-
ing ‘‘0’’ with ‘‘−1’’ (Fig.3(b)). Afterwards, we introduce the
weights for the n places in set P into the index generation
process (assume the weights for the ten places in Step 1 are
w1,. . . , w10, respectively) by multiplying the weights with
corresponding ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘−1’’ value (Fig.3(c)).
Then we count the sum of each column and get a sum

vector as in Fig.3(d). Here, if we assume that w1 =, . . . , =
w10 = 0.1, then the sum vector becomes (-0.3, -0.1, -0.1,
-0.1) as presented in Fig.3(e). Finally, the positive entry in
sum vector is replaced by ‘‘1’’ and the negative entry in
sum vector is replaced by ‘‘0;’’ for example, the sum vector
(-0.3, -0.1, -0.1, -0.1) is transformed into (0, 0, 0, 0) as
in Fig.3(f). Then the vector (0, 0, 0, 0) is approximately
regarded as the index for John. Thus, this step ends.

C. STEP 3: SIMILAR USER CLUSTERING
According to the procedure exampled in Fig.3, we can gen-
erate an index for each user in set U . Next, according to
the user indices in Step 2 and the theoretical knowledge of
SimHash, we can determine the users who share the same
or similar sport habits or behaviors and cluster them together.
Concretely, the similar user recognition process is as follows:
considering two users ux and uy whose index values are Ix
and Iy, respectively. If the equation in (1) holds, we can
approximately regard ux and uy as similar users. In (1), ‘‘∗’’
means the XOR operation between two vectors. At last,
the similar users are clustered into an identical group. This
way, we can finish the privacy-free similar user clustering
process based on the sensitive sport location information
generated by certain users in the historical visiting records.
Formore formalization, the pseudo code of the SLUCmethod
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Algorithm 1 SLUC
Inputs:
(1) U = {u1, . . . , um} // user set
(2) P = {place1, . . . , placen} // place set
(3) W = {w1, . . . , wn} // weight set for places
(4) R = {ri,j|ri,j = 1 if ui has visited placej; otherwise,

ri,j = 0; 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n }
// user-place visiting record set

Output:G = {group1, group2,. . . } // user clusters
1: d =

⌈
logn2

⌉
;

2: For j = 1 to n do
3: assign a d-dimensional binary code cj to placej
4: End for
5: For i = 1 to m do
6: Mi = Null // create a code matrix for user ui
7: pi = 0 // record the row id of matrix Mi
8: For j = 1 to n do
9: If ri,j = 1
10: Then pi = pi+ 1
11: put cj into Mi as its pi-th row
12: wpi = wj
13: End If
14: End For
15: For k = 1 to pi do
16: For l = 1 to d do
17: If ak,l = 0
18: Then ak,l = -wk
19: Else ak,l = wk
20: End If
21: End For
22: End For
23: For l = 1 to d do
24: suml = 0
25: For k = 1 to pi do
26: suml = suml + ak,l
27: If suml > 0
28: Then suml = 1
29: Else suml = 0
30: End If
31: End For
32: End For
33: Ii = (sum1, . . . , sumd )
34: End For
35: For i = 1 to m do
36: Cluster the users with the same index Ii into groupi
37: End For
38: FReturn group1, group2,. . .

(i.e., the concrete procedure of Step 1 ∼ Step 3) is presented
in Algorithm 1.

Ix ∗ Iy ≤ 3 (1)

V. EXPERIMENTS
A set of experiments on real-worldWS-DREAM [26] dataset
are conducted in this section to prove the effectiveness and

efficiency of the proposed SLUC method. The dataset is
widely used in various user-service data related research
domains. The simulated experiments are run in the OS of
Windows 7 (64-bit) with 2.50 GHz processor and 16.0 GB
RAM. We compare our work (i.e., SLUC) with two related
solutions: UPCC [27] and PPICF [17]. Each test profile is
executed 50 times.

A. COMPUTATIONAL TIME COMPARISONS WITH
RELATED APPROACHES
Time efficiency (i.e., time complexity) is often a key criterion
to evaluate the running performances of a recommender sys-
tem. Motivated by this fact, we compare the time efficiency
of different approaches and show the comparison results
in Fig.4. Fig.4(a) measures the variation tendency of time
efficiency of three solutions with respect to the number of
users (i.e.,m) and Fig.4(b) measures the variation tendency of
time efficiency of three solutions with respect to the number
of sport locations visited by users (i.e., n).

FIGURE 4. Time efficiency comparisons.

Through the comparisons in Fig.4, we can see that the
time efficiency of the proposed SLUC method is superior
to the other two related approaches, i.e., UPCC and PPICF
(i.e., the consumed time of SLUC is the minimal). This is due
to the fact that in SLUC, the user index items are always gen-
erated in an offline way (time complexity is approaching 0)
and the online user query complexity based on user index
items is approaching O(1). Therefore, as the results shown
in Fig.4, the total computational time of SLUC solution is
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near to zero, which indicates that SLUC solution is very
suitable for the big data environment.

FIGURE 5. Prediction accuracy comparisons.

B. PREDICTION ACCURACY WITH RELATED APPROACHES
Prediction accuracy (MAE, smaller is better) is another key
metric to evaluate the performances of a recommender sys-
tem as high prediction accuracy often brings high user sat-
isfaction towards the recommended results. Motivated by
this fact, we compare the prediction accuracy of different
approaches and show the comparison results in Fig.5. Fig.5(a)
measures the variation tendency of prediction accuracy of
three solutions with respect to the number of users (i.e., m)
and Fig.5(b) measures the variation tendency of prediction
accuracy of three solutions with respect to the number of sport
locations (i.e., n). Through the comparisons in Fig.5, we can
conclude that the prediction accuracy of the proposed SLUC
method is superior to the PPICF approach and approaches
the baseline UPCC approach. This is due to the fact that in
SLUC, the adopted SimHash strategy can achieve similarity-
retaining, i.e., only those ‘‘most similar’’ users are clustered
into the same group. Therefore, as shown in Fig.5, the pre-
diction accuracy of SLUC is generally satisfactory in most
experiments.

C. SUCCESS RATE OF SLUC WITH PARAMETERS m AND n
Failure is always inevitable for user clustering or recom-
mender systems especially when the available data for

FIGURE 6. Success rate of SLUC solution.

clustering or prediction are very sparse. Motivated by this
fact, we compare the success rate of SLUC with respect to
parameters m and n, and show the concrete results in Fig.6.
Fig.6(a) measures the success rate of SLUC with respect
to the number of users (i.e., m) and Fig.6(b) measures the
success rate of SLUC with respect to the number of sport
locations (i.e., n). Through the reports in Fig.6, we can see
that the success rate of SLUC method is increasing with the
rising of m and n. This is due to the fact that in SLUC,
more users or more sport locations often bring richer informa-
tion for user clustering or similar user prediction. Therefore,
as shown in Fig.6, the success rate of SLUC is approach-
ing 100% when there are a big volume of users or sport
locations.

D. PERFORMANCE CONVERGENCE
In this profile, we measure the performance (mainly MAE
and Time cost) convergence of the suggested SLUC method
with respect to the number of SimHash tables (denoted bym)
used to cluster users. Concrete results are presented in Fig.7.
In concrete, the performances of MAE and Time cost of
SLUC method are becoming convergent when each group of
experiments are repeated over 40 times. Therefore, it is appro-
priate to repeat 50 times and take their average measurement
results in our experiment settings.
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FIGURE 7. Success rate of SLUC solution.

VI. CONCLUSION
The gradual popularization of IoT and wireless communica-
tion technologies has enabled the wide adoption of various
smart devices in provisioning the wireless healthcare services
to massive users. Besides monitoring the real-time health
signals or conditions of users, smart devices can also record
user locations at a certain time point. Generally, the location
sequence information is valuable to cluster the users who
share the similar sport preferences or habits. However, the
user location information is often sensitive to certain users.
Considering this challenge, we take advantage of the well-
known SimHash technique to protect users’ location privacy
while clustering the users who share similar sport preferences
or habits for better healthcare services. At last, we validate
the feasibility of the proposal through a set of simulated
experiments conducted on a real-world dataset. Reported
results demonstrate that our solution performs better than
the other two competitive ones while securing user location
information.

In the upcoming research, we will consider more con-
text information or influencing factors [28]–[32] corre-
sponding to users’ location records. In addition, privacy
protection capability measurement is also of practical and
important significance for evaluating the recommendation
performances [33]–[35]; therefore, how to quantify and mea-
sure the privacy protection performance of the hash-based
solutions is also requiring challenging efforts in future study.
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